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Changes of variables in linear differential equations, in order to shed more 
light on them, were introduced in the 18th century and were actively pursued in 
the 19th century by many mathematicians, notably Appell [2], Brioschi [3], 
Halphen [5], Kummer [7], and Lie [14]. (F or more details, see the survey articles 
by Craig [4] and Schlesinger [12]. Largely due to the work of Lie, these questions 
have been pursued in the 20th century from a much more abstract point of 
view-we cite only the recent survey article of Helgason [6]. A recent paper 
related in spirit to ours is [8]. We focus here only on the changes of itide@ndent 
variables, designating as a motion 4 any function such that if y  solves the equation, 
then y  o 4 solves the equation. It is clear that the motions form a semigroup. 
We return to the concrete spirit of the 19th century by asking “which semigroups 
(up to isomorphism) are possible ?” We give a full answer by providing a 
complete list of nine semigroups (see Theorem V). These are all that can occur, 
and we show by example that each of them does occur. This paper seems to be 
the first place where this kind of precise information about the motions appears. 
Our method is first to change variables to annihilate the coefficient of next-to- 
highest degree. Once this is done, we show that the motions are just the afhne 
maps that satisfy certain simple functional equations. These maps form either 
a closed subgroup of the aEi.ne group G (consisting of all maps x + ax + b, 
a f  0, a, 6 E [w) or a “half-group” of one of these. The story is completed by 
characterizing all the closed subgroups of G and eliminating those that cannot 
occur in the context of motions. We are grateful to Richard L. Bishop for his 
valuable help with characterizing the subgroups of G. We now turn to the actual 
contents of our paper. 
Consider the nth order linear differential operator L given by L(y) = 
a,(t)~‘“’ + a,-l(t)y(n-l) + ... + a,(t)y, where a,, a, ,..., a, are continuous 
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functions defined on an open interval I (possibly infinite) and such that a,(t) f  
0 Vt E 1. Also assume that b(t) = a,-,(t)/a,(t) is of class P-2 on I; we then call L 
“smooth.” The focus of this paper is given by the following definition: A 
motion of L is a nonconstant class C” function 4: I - I which satisfies the condi- 
tion that if L(y) = 0 then L(y 0 4) = 0. In this paper the motions of a given L 
are characterized. Except where specific remarks concerning the case n = 1 
are made, the additional assumption that n 3 2 is made. 
Define a function 7: 1-t J as follows: T(t) = s” exp[(-2/n(n - 1)) jU 
b(s) ds] du. It is clear that r] is of class CR and is strictly increasing. The choice 
of r] was made so that at1 and hence a,*_, (as defined in the next paragraph) 
would be identically zero on I and J, respectively. 
The functions ak# and uz for K = 0, l,..., n are simply the simply the coeffi- 
cients obtained when the equation L(y) = 0 is transformed by 7. They 
are defined by L(y 0 T)(t) == a,“(t) y(“)(y(t)) + ... + u,+(t) y(q(t)) and 
4+$/(t)) = Gz#(t)Y., 4Mt)) = %V>, Vt E I. By this normalization 
we define a new linear differential operator 9 on the interval J as 
follows: 9(y)(s) = u:(s) U(~)(S) + &s(s) y’“-“)(s) + ... + u:(s) y(s) for all 
s E J. Further, define &(s) for k = 0, I,..., n - 2 and s E J by &(s) = a~(s)/u~(s). 
The motions of a linear differential operator (LDO) with a,-, E 0 are particularly 
easy to characterize. This characterization is given in the first theorem, which 
also states the relationship between motions of 9 and motions of L. 
THEOREM I. Let L, 9, I, J, 7, and X, for k = 0, I,..., n. - 2 be given us 
above; then the motions of 9 are precisely all ujine maps #: J --f J [4(s) = As + B 
with A, B E lR and A + 0] which satisfy all the functional equations 
X,(As + I?) = A’i-n&(s) forall sEJandk=O,l,..., n-2. 
Furthermore, the motions of L are precisely all 4 of the form C$ = 7-l 0 # 0 7, 
where 4 runs through all the motions of 8. 
To prove the theorem, we first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let L and I be as above and assume also that a,-, = 0 on I. If 4 is 
a motion of L, then 4 is afine. 
Proof. Let 4 be a motion of L and yr ,... , yn be a fundamental set of solutions 
ofL(y) = 0. For eachj = 1, 2 ,..., n, transform the nth order equation L( yi) = 0 
as follows: Let Yj = yj(C) SO that 
y; = Y;(4) . $‘, 
y; = Y%?9(4’)” + Y;(c) 4”, 
yj(n) i yjy&(&)" + n(n ; 1) yj”-l’(~)(d’)“-2 f + . . . . 
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Since + is a motion of L, one obtains for j = 1, 2,..., n the following n-equa- 
tions (t): 
%(~)Yjn)cw)” + [%W n(n 2 l) ($y 4” + a,4(t)(~)“‘] yj”-“($> 
+ ". + dt) Yj(d) = 0. (-I) 
Regard (t) as a system of n equation in n unknowns, whose coefficient matrix 
C is given by cii = Y:“-~‘(+). N ote that det C is just the Wronskianof (yl ,..., yn) 
evaluated at 4, so det C # 0 on I. Solving for the expression in brackets by 
Cramer’s rule one obtains 
n(n - 1) 
4t) 2 WY 4" 
-4zM~)" Yl”‘W rl”-“(4) rl”-“‘bb) ..* YlW 
_ -4W>” Y?(4) Yt+%) rF-“‘(54 ... Y2k4 
-%(av Y?)(4) Yk%) Y?3)(4) ... mw 
det C 
Since a,-, E 0 the first column in the numerator is a linear combination of the 
second + nth columns. Thus, a,(t)(n(n - 1)/2)(#‘)9” = 0 and since a,(t) # 0 
for all t EI and n > 2 it follows that +‘n--2 .+” = 0 on 1. A simple argument 
shows that +’ E constant on I. Thus by integrating one obtains 4(t) = At + B, 
where A, B E R and since + is not a constant function, -4 # 0. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let L, Y, I, J, and 7 be us in Theorem I; then 4 is a motion of L 
zff+ = q-1 0 a+4 0 7, where # is a motion of 2. 
Proof. The proof involves only standard ideas, but because it can easily 
be confusing, we supply the details. For t E I, let s = q(t); then clearly 
L(y 0 q)(t) = Y(y)(s). Suppose # is a motion of Y (i.e., 9(y) = 0 3 
Z(y o 4) = 0). We need to show that L(y) = 0 =s L(y o q-1 o # o 7) = 0. 
Note thatL(y 0 (7-l 0 I/ 0 q))(t) = L(y 0 (7-l 0 #) 0 T)(t) = Z(y 0 (7-l 0 Z/))(S)= 
Y((y o 7-l) o y%)(s). Hence, it suffices to show thatL(y)(t) = 0 3 Z(y o q-l)(s)= 
0, because 9 is a motion of 9. But Y(y o q-l)(s) = L(y o q-1 o v)(t) = L(y) 
(t); so if + is a motion of 9, then v  = 7-l 0 IJ 0 71 is a motion of L. Also, if q 
is a motion of L, it is easy to show that # = 7 0 v  0 7-l is a motion of 3; thus, 
9) = T’h- I 
Proof of Theorem I. 7 was chosen so that 9’(y) would have the form uzy(“)+ 
4LY (n-2) + a*c33,(n-3) + ... + u;Fy. This is seen by setting 0 = uR1 = 
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[u,(t)(n(n - 1)/2)(7’)+*7” + a,-i(t)(~)‘-r] and integrating ~‘/~“=-(~,-~/a,) 
(2/(n(n - 1)). By Lemmas 1 and 2 it remains only to be shown that the motions 
of 9 are those affine maps #: J- J, say #(s) = -4s + B, which satisfy all the 
functional equations &(#J(s)) = Ak-nh,(s) for s E J and k = 0, l,..., 12 - 2. 
Also by the Lemmas one may as well assume that L has the form L(y) = 
c&(t)y(n) + Unp2(t)y+*’ + u,-3(t)y’n-3’ + ... + u,(t)y already. Thus, 17: I -+ I 
is the identity map, L = 9, and h, = uf/uf = a,/u, . Hence one must show 
that the motions p)(t) = At + B of L satisfy all the functional equations &(p(t)) = 
Ak-nh,(t) for’k = 0, l,..., 12 - 2. I f  y  is a solution of L(y) = 0 and if v  is a 
motion of L, the following equation holds: 
4dY”Yv) + an-2(cp)P-2Vd + ... + Gdy(cp) = 0. 
Also, because v  is a motion, 
(*I 
an(t) + an-2(t)An-2y(n-2)(~) + *.. + u,(t)y(v) = 0. (#) 
Mzl$plying (*) by A%,(t) and (#) by a,(p) and subtracting, one obtains 
~~~~~~~“~)[u~(~)A”Iln(f) - uk(t)Akan(v)] = 0. Since for any t, EI and any 
,..., 12 - 2) there exists a solution y  of L( y) = 0 such that y(r)(v(t,,)) = 1 
and $;(~&ts)) = 0 for all k E {O, I,..., z - 2)\(Z), it follows that y  must satisfy 
[+(rp)A”a,,(t) - u,(t)Aku,(~)] = 0 for k = 0, I,..., n - 2. But these 71 - 1 
equations are the functional equations &(p)(t)) = A”-“&(t). By reversing this 
argument one can easily complete the proof. fl 
Let G denote the full group of afhne transformations of R under composition. 
If  v  E G, say I = At + B, then identify ‘p with (A, B) E [w2. Under this 
identification G becomes a topological group whose topology is the relative 
topology it inherits from R 2. The following lemma leads one to consider the 
closed subgroups of the affine group G. 
LEMMA 3. The following subset F is closed in G: 
F=(s~As+B/A#O,cp:J+J 
and &(As + B) = Ak+X,(s) Vs E J, k = 0, I,..., n - 2). 
The proof of Lemma 3 is straightforward and is omitted here. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper attention will be focused on the 
operator L with the added assumption that a,-, E 0 on I. It was already establis- 
hed that no generality is lost in doing so. One obvious fact to note is that the 
motions of L form a semigroup with identity under the law of composition. 
This semigroup will be denoted by 2. What might prevent Z from being a group 1 
The form of the functional equations does not prevent this. Rather, the problem 
is that for a given ‘p E Z, q-l might not even map I into 1. Nevertheless, in 
several interesting cases Z does form a group. 
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We remark that one need only work up to conjugacy in the atline group G. 
For if L is an nth order LDO such that Q,-i = 0 on 1, consider L’ defined as 
follows: Let r] E G and L’(y)(r](t)) = L(y 0 n)(t). L’ has a:-, = 0 on q(I) and, 
as we have seen before, q~ is a motion of L iff ‘p = 7-l 0 I$ o r), where # is a 
motion of L’. Before proceeding to list the closed subgroups of G, we mention 
one convention that will be adopted. G has a faithful representation in GZ(2, R) 
given by q~ + (0” “,), where p)(t) = At + B. We will refer to the subgroups of G 
by referring to their corresponding matrix subgroups. By our convention 
G = ((0” “,) 1 A, B E R and A f 0} under matrix multiplication. 
THEOREM II. The following is a list of all the closed subgroups of the a&e 
group G up to conjugacy. 
(0) (4 = G “,)h 
(1) G, 
(2) G, = connected component of e E G, 
(3) N = {(i “1) ( B E R} = subgroup of all translations, 
(4) H = {(d” “,) 1 x E R} = subgroup of dilations by a positive factor, 
(4’) H’ = ((t “,) / A E 58, A # 0) = subgroup of all dilations. 
(5) Since N 4 G, there are the following extensions of N: 
(a) {I, -l} x IV = {(*,’ ?) I BE R}, 
(b) for some y. E [w+\(l), 
(c) for some Y, E IF?\{-- l}, 
{YOIA I n E Z} x N Pa 
(d) for some y. E R+\(l), 
(-1, l} x {Ton ( 72 E Z} x 2\ 
(6) Discrete Subgroups 
(a) I(:, ;)I I n E Z = translations by integers, 
(b) I(;’ 7) 1 n+ 
for some c > 1, 
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(d) [(“o” y) 1 neH/ for some c < -1, 
(e) /(‘,c” 0) (nEZ/ for some c > 1, 
OUTLINE OF PROOF OF THEOREM II 
G and G,, are the only 2-dimensional subgroups of G. If  H is a 2-dimensional 
subgroup of G, then H contains a neighborhood of e E G; thus, H r) G, . Suppose 
H properly contains G, ; then for some a > 0, (T i) E H. Therefore, for all 
y  E IF! and x > 0, H contains all elements of the form (-r -=y+‘) = (-g i)(s y), 
so H = G. 
Up to conjugacy there are two closed l-dimensional connected subgroups of 
G: N=((~~)IBER} and H={(,~~“$IxEIW}. NaG, but H+G so H 
and all its conjugates are l-dimensional closed connected subgroups of G. To 
show that there are no others, first note that 
If  D is a closed l-dimensional connected subgroup of G and D # N, then D 
must have the form 
Because D is closed under the group operation, the following functional equation 
holds: ef(y) + f(x) = f(x + Y), which implies f(0) = 0. Furthermore, by 
the closed subgroup theorem [13], we may assume f is differentiable. Differen- 
tiating with respect to y, we obtain @f(y) = f’(~ + y), whence, setting y  = 0 
and f’(0) = -d, we have f’(x) = -de 0. Integrating this and using f(0) = 0, 
we obtain f(x) = d(1 - e”). Hence, D = {(I” (1ie2)d) 1 x E W} for d E R fixed, 
but D = (“0 “,) H(t ;)-I for any a # 0. 
Now, the only extensions of H by elements of the form (0” “,), where c # 0 
and b # 0, are G,, and G, for an extension n of H by (6 i) must include 
and 
0) (“0” 4 ) =(: xi 3 
(2) (y’” 4”) = (“0” ap)(;’ !f). 
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Thus, one can generate an open set about (g i) by taking all a and a’ within some 
interval about 1 E R. 
Now, since G/N CY W* the extensions of N are in one-one correspondence 
with subgroups of R*, the multiplicative group of nonzero reals. The closed 
nontrivial subgroups of R* may be classified by the following four types: 
1. I-1, 11, 
2. {~,~~rz~Z},wherer,~lRisfixedandr,#~l, 
3. f~r,~~n~Z),wherer,~Risfixedandr, # &l, 
4. R+ 
Thus, the closed extensions of N in G are isomorphic to one of the following 
four types of subgroups of G: 
(II) I(‘: i) ( y  E R, n E El for some fixed r0 E R. 
(III) I( *:n T) 1 y  E R, n E iZ/ for some fixed r. E R. 
One notes that the subgroups labeled I, II, and III take care of all the discon- 
nected l-dimensional subgroups of G (up to conjugacy). 
Finally, we must consider the discrete subgroups of G. We can have either (1) 
a discrete subgroup of N, all of which are conjugate to {(i “1) 1 n EZ.} or (2) a 
discrete subgroup of R*, namely, {(k” “1) / n E Z} = K, . Any other singly 
generated subgroup is conjugate to some KC , because 
Except for those listed as types 6(b), 6( e ) , and 6(f), there are no others because 
two elements on independent l-parameter groups always generate a dense 
subgroup of N. 1 
Note that examples 5b, c, and d and 6c, d, and e each represent infinite 
families of conjugacy classes. 
THEOREM III. Let L be an LDO defined on I such that a,-, = 0 and let Z 
denote its semigroup of motions. Then if Z is a group, .?I must be one of the following 
groups (up to conjugacy): 
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(0) M 
(1) G, 
(3) N, 
(4) HP 
Proof. First we show that none of the remaining subgroups listed in Theorem 
II can occur as the group of motions of L. G, , the connected component of 
e E G, cannot occur. I f  it did, then I would be R and all Ak = 0, but this implies 
that the group of motions is the full affine group G. The subgroup H’ of all 
dilations also cannot occur as the group of motions. Suppose it did; then again 
we’d have I = R; however, we must also have some A, ~$0 and thus Al, must 
be homogeneous of even negative order. This is impossible since hk’s are 
continuous on I. 
None of the subgroups listed as (5b), (5c), or (5d) can occur as the group of 
motions. Consider the functional equations X,(/It + B) = B+&(t) and let 
t, E I be fixed. If  9 is in one of the subgroups (5b), (5c), or (5d), where p(t) = 
At + B, then no restriction is put on B. Hence the equations A,(&, + B) = 
&PRA,(t,) hold for all B E R. Thus, A, must be constant on I, so Ali-” = 1 for 
all k = 0, l,..., n - 2 for which A, + 0. It follows that A = &l or, by the 
notation in Theorem II, r,, = f 1. 
Next we show that neither of the discrete subgroups (6d) nor (6e) can occur 
as the group of motions of L. I f  either (6d) or (6e) were the group of motions 
then I would have to be R. Let A, + 0 be one of the functions appearing in the 
functional equations. Now A, must be continuous at 0, but for either group (6d) 
or (6e) there exists an A E R such that 0 < A < 1 for which 9) 0 q 0 ... 0 v  
(n-times) is a member Vn E Zf, where v(t) = At. Let t, E I be such that A,(&,) # 0 
The functional equation &(APtJ = (AP)~-“(~,) must be satisfied for all p E Z+; 
however, this contradicts continuity of A, at 0, since ADto - 0, (Ap)k--n 4 + 00, 
and A,(t,) # 0 as p + 00. 
We now show that the subgroups which are listed in Theorem III are realized 
as the motions of some LDO by displaying a particular L for each subgroup. 
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Verification that each L has the given subgroup as a group of motions is a 
straightforward application of the functional equations which we have been 
exploiting throughout and is left to the reader. 
First we consider the identity subgroup. We call a linear differential equation, 
L(y) = 0, whose only motion is the identity e E G, a rigid equation. Rigid 
equations are, in fact, quite abundant. Legendre’s equation [(l - t2)u” - 
2ty’ + a(, + 1)y = 01 p rovides one example of a rigid equation. We now list 
(according to the numbering of Theorem III) equations whose groups of motions 
correspond to the groups in Theorem III. 
(1) y”’ = 0 on I= IX, 
(3) ym + y  = 0 on I=IF8, 
(4) y” + l/t’y = 0 on I = (0, co), 
(5) yW’ + y’ = 0 on I=[w, 
(6a) y” + sin(2mt)y = 0 on I= !R, 
(6b) y” + cos(27+ = 0 on I= [w, 
(6~) y" + t-QfJin(lWt)y = 0 on I = (0, co), 
(6f) y” + f(t>r = 0, where f(t) is a nonconstant even function, 
on1 = (--I, 1). 
In the foregoing discussion both the functional equations and the interval 
of definition of L played important roles in determining the set of motions of L. 
In particular, we noted that the interval alone (not the functional equation) 
might prevent the set of motions from forming a group. We now exploit this 
fact to say which semigroups may occur as motions. To do this we need one 
important definition: A half-group 2 of a group G is a subset 2 C G such that 
if Z-l = (h-1 1 h E S} then 2 n Y-l = {e}, where e is the identity of G, 
S? u Z-i = G, and S? forms a semigroup under the restriction of the group 
operation. 
As before, we assume L has a vanishing (n - 1)st coefficient. 
THEOREM IV. Let L be a LDO de$ned on an open interval I and suppose 
a = 0 on I. Then up to conjugacy in G, the set Z of motions of L is either n-1 - 
(1) one of the subgroups of G listed in Theorem III or 
(2) a half-group of one of the subgroups in Theorem III. 
Remark. These half-groups are simple to describe. For example, the sub- 
group N of all translations has two half-groups: The semigroup of all translations 
to the right (resp. to the left) together with the identity. The subgroup H of all 
positive dilations also has two half-groups. One is the semigroup of all dilations 
by a factor ,4 > 1. The other is the semigroup of all dilations by a factor A, 
where 0 < A < 1. The latter is perhaps better called the semigroup of contrac- 
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tions. Of course, there are the analogous half-groups for each of the discrete 
versions of N and H. For the remaining subgroups in Theorem III except {e}, 
i.e., G and those numbered (5), (6b), and (6f), no half-group exists. 
Proof of Theorem IV. Since the intersection of a semigroup in (1) or (2) with 
a semigroup in (1) or (2) again yields a semigroup of (1) or (2), it suffices to 
show that the set Z of v: I - 1, where p(t) = At + B and 9 satisfies just one 
functional equation, say (*) X,(9~(t)) = Ax-“&(t) Vt E I, forms a semigroup in (1) 
or (2) (that is a subgroup of G listed in Theorem III or a half-group of one of 
those subgroups). 
I f  Z is not already a group, we extend the domain of definition of A,; to an 
interval J31 so that the set Z’, which contains Z, of those v  where p)(t) = 
At + B and v  satisfies * on / actually forms a group. Of necessity this group 
must be one of the subgroups in (1). In other words we use the functional 
equation for A, to extend the domain of definition of A, to a larger interval on 
which all v  E Z still satisfy the functional equation and on which q-l now makes 
sense. 
Now define J1 = UmEL~-V), J2 = UCEr~-l(Jl),...r Jn = UmE~v1(Jn-d7.... 
Each Jn is an open interval containing I and so J = ULr Ji is an open interval 
containing I. Using the functional equation (*) we can define hli on Jl as follows: 
Let x,, E J1 ; then for some v  E Z, ~(zca) E 1. If  p)(t) = At + B we define X,(X,) = 
A+‘ih,(v(x,)). It is an easy verification that this definition of h,(x,) is independent 
of the choice of cp E Z such that rp(x,) E I; then inductively we can define A, on J. 
It then follows that for all v  E 2, 9: J- J and v-1: J- J. Let Z’ denote the 
group generated by Z, then for all q E Z’, where p(t) = At + B, v  must satisfy 
* for all t E J. Thus, Z’ must be one of the subgroups of Theorem III. 
Now consider those v  E Z’ which map I into I (i.e., all p E Z). Taking each 
subgroup Z’ of Theorem III one at a time and reducing .Z‘ to Z one observes 
that Z can be either {e), 2:’ itself, a half-group of .Z’, a half-group of (6a) or the 
group (6f). One simply has to consider the possible forms and positions of the 
interval I C R. 1 
THEOREM V. Let L be a smooth linear dajfferential operator; then, after norma- 
lization, the motions of L form a subsemigroup of the afine group. Up to conjugation 
these semigroups are one of the groups listed in Theorem III or one of their half- 
groups. Up to isomorphism there are precisely nine, namely, 
(1) ~4, 
(2) G, 
(3) N = subgroup of translations, 
(4) /(A 7) 1 x > 01 = half-group of N, 
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C7) I(:, 7 I n E Z, n 3 0 I = half-group of preceding group. 
Proof. By the preceding results it suffices to show that among the groups 
listed in Theorem III and their half-groups there are nine isomorphism classes. 
This is not difficult, so we just make a few observations toward this end. Note 
that the half-group consisting of translations by positive increments is isomorphic 
to the half-group of translations by negative increments. The correspondence 
(i T) -+ (i y) yields an isomorphism between the group of all translations and 
the group H, consisting of all dilations by a positive factor. This correspondence 
also gives an isomorphism between the half-group of N consisting of all trans- 
lations to the right and the half-groups of H consisting of all dilations by a factor 
greater than or equal to 1. By analogy we obtain similar isomorphism between 
the discrete versions of these groups (and their respective half-groups). Finally, 
groups (6a) and (6~) (of Theorem III) are isomorphic. That none of the groups 
or semigroups in the above list is isomorphic to another member of the list is 
easy to check-we omit the details. 1 
Because of the use made of the fact that n > 2 in the preceding analysis, the 
case where n = 1 does not lead to quite the same results as for n > 2. However, 
using the same properties of a motion for the first-order equationy’ - u,(t)y=O, 
we obtain 
Y'b)F' = %@)Y(d 
and 
Y’(9-4 = %kJwYb)~ 
so 
P’(t) = %wl~o(~(~>> or a,(~)~’ = a, . 
Letting A = Ju,, we then have (d/dt) [A(p(t))] = (d/d) [A(t)], so A[v(t)] = 
A(t) + X for some constant A. Since A-l exists (if we assume a,, does not vanish), 
we get CJQ(~) = A-l(A(t) + A), which are conjugates of the translations by A, 
which form a one-parameter afhne group. 
Other considerations which we have left open include the question of what 
happens when we allow the domain of definition of L to be an open region in C. 
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Presumably the results are similar except that 7-l needn’t exist. Also, we noted 
that the rigid equations seem to be quite abundant; it seems plausible that they 
would form a residual or at least a dense subset of the set of all LDO’s. Finally 
there is the question of motions of systems of LDO’s. 
Of course there is a vast area of determining the motions of a partial differential 
equation to explore. A beginning was made in [g-11]. There, for certain very 
special equations, it was shown that the semigroup of motions determines the 
family of solutions of the equation. Other related questions about changes of 
variables in PDE’s are treated in [I]. 
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